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About the Muhurtha
The Mundan Ceremony is one of the important Sanskaras in Hindu religion. It is also called
"Chudhakaran Sanskara" in Hindi. Like other Sanskaras this Sanskara also has a scientific
basis. In this Sanskara the hair of the child are removed for the first time. The objectives of this
Sanskara are cleanliness, intelligence and knowledge. It is believed that if this Sanskara is
performed precisely, the child will be very intelligent and knowledgeable. He will also be noble
and virtuous. Through this Sanskara the child is made familiar with the importance of cleanliness
in life.
Key to Understand the Report
The Muhurtha system of Vedic Jyotish lets one ascertain how auspicious a certain time is for
starting important work, and what kind of results can the person expect.
Muhurtha has the same basis as Birth Horoscope, the only difference is that the person is
replaced by the task or work to be done. The Panchang is then checked for auspiciousness and
the good and bad Yogas formed at that moment are also checked.
If a certain Muhurtha (moment) has auspicious combinations in the Panchang, and the Yogas
formed are also positive then the work done at that moment will have a higher chance of
resulting in success. Vedic Jyotish says that when a person chooses a good Muhurtha he gets
the best result that he is destined to get.
This report uses a scoring system to make it easy to understand the auspiciousness of a
Muhurtha. The score is calculated on the basis of the auspicious-inauspicious Yogas, and the
status of the Panchang. The higher the score is, the better the Muhurtha is for the purpose.
The report will have the best 12 Muhurthas from the time-range you select. It will have the
detailed information about these Muhurthas including the Panchang and the Yogas formed.
You can select a good Muhurtha from the list according to your preference and convenience.
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Muhurtha Time
30 Oct, 2017 12:00 PM
Muhurtha Score
33 / 70
Conclusion
Some of the elements considered in this Muhurtha were not found favorable. If the Mundan
Sanskara of your child is performed in this Muhurtha he will get average results. He may have an
unsteady mind due to which he may not have a lot of interest in intellectual activities or towards
his studies. However, if there is no auspicious Muhurtha then you can perform this ceremony in
this Muhurutha as it is not totally negative.

Tithi
Dashmi Shukla
The Tithi is auspicious for performing this Sanskara. Its benefic influence will increase his
confidence and interest in intellectual activities. Your child will be fortunate and he will occupy a
higher position in his life through his own intellectual power. Due to the support of this Tithi he
will get great opportunities in his profession.

Nakshatra
Satabhisha
This Nakshatra is very auspicious for performing the Mundan Sanskara. Your child will get the
blessings of the lord of this Nakshatra which will give strength to his mind and intellectual
capabilities. It will help in making him intelligent and will also bring good career opportunities for
him. He will achieve fame and prosperity due to the influence of this Nakshatra.

Moon's Strength
Moon is auspicious in this Muhurtha for the Mundan ceremony of your child. It will increase the
intellectual capacity of your child and will bring stability in his thoughts. He will be soft-spoken
and humble in nature.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Panchak Yoga
The Panchak Yoga is a malefic combination that creates serious problems in any auspicious
work. It is said that Panchak can force you to repeat the work up to 5 times. This is not
considered a positive combination for any task and you should avoid it in the Muhurtha.
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Muhurtha Time
30 Oct, 2017 10:00 AM
Muhurtha Score
23 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Dashmi Shukla
The Tithi is auspicious for performing this Sanskara. Its benefic influence will increase his
confidence and interest in intellectual activities. Your child will be fortunate and he will occupy a
higher position in his life through his own intellectual power. Due to the support of this Tithi he
will get great opportunities in his profession.

Nakshatra
Satabhisha
This Nakshatra is very auspicious for performing the Mundan Sanskara. Your child will get the
blessings of the lord of this Nakshatra which will give strength to his mind and intellectual
capabilities. It will help in making him intelligent and will also bring good career opportunities for
him. He will achieve fame and prosperity due to the influence of this Nakshatra.

Moon's Strength
Due to the moderate position of the Moon your child may get mixed results. If you teach moral
values to your child he will be kind in nature and will avoid immoral practices otherwise he may
be attracted towards bad habits. You should boost the morale of your child or he may feel
disturbed on small issues.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Panchak Yoga
The Panchak Yoga is a malefic combination that creates serious problems in any auspicious
work. It is said that Panchak can force you to repeat the work up to 5 times. This is not
considered a positive combination for any task and you should avoid it in the Muhurtha.
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Muhurtha Time
05 Nov, 2017 12:00 PM
Muhurtha Score
23 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Dvitiya Krishna
This Tithi is not auspicious for performing this ceremony of your child. If you perform the
ceremony on this Tithi your child may have to invest a lot of efforts to prove his talent and
achieve success. Since the Tithi lord is not in favor, you should perform the Sanskara in this
Muhurtha only if the other elements are strongly placed and the overall score of the Muhurtha is
high.

Nakshatra
Krittika
This Nakshatra is not good for performing the Mundan ceremony. If this ceremony is performed
in the presence of this Nakshatra then it may have a negative impact on his professional life. If
your child does not try to learn the family values and shoulder responsibilities, he may lack
virtues. He may have to work really hard to achieve fame in his life. However, if the total score of
this Muhurutha is high and the other factors are in a good position then you can perform this
Sanskara.

Moon's Strength
Moon is auspicious in this Muhurtha for the Mundan ceremony of your child. It will increase the
intellectual capacity of your child and will bring stability in his thoughts. He will be soft-spoken
and humble in nature.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Ravi Yoga
The Ravi Yoga is a positive combination made due to the placement of Moon and Sun. This is
an auspicious combination and will fill you with confidence and energy. It will help you play
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your role in the undertaken project successfully and will also assist in creating an effective plan
for the work.

Tripushkar Yoga
The Tri-Pushkar Yoga is not considered auspicious if you don't want to repeat the task. It may be
helpful if you are doing something that you want to happen again and again. It is said that the
Tri-Pushkar Yoga causes the work to be repeated thrice. In malefic cases it may cause repeated
delays in completing the work and may cause a rise in your expenses.

Vidal Yoga
The Vidal Yoga is made by the combination of the Sun, Moon and the Abhijit Nakshatra. This
Yoga is considered inauspicious and will create obstacles for you. You may have to spend more
than anticipated. You may also not get the just fruits for your efforts.
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Muhurtha Time
30 Oct, 2017 06:00 AM
Muhurtha Score
21 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Dashmi Shukla
The Tithi is auspicious for performing this Sanskara. Its benefic influence will increase his
confidence and interest in intellectual activities. Your child will be fortunate and he will occupy a
higher position in his life through his own intellectual power. Due to the support of this Tithi he
will get great opportunities in his profession.

Nakshatra
Dhanishta
This Nakshatra is very auspicious for performing the Mundan Sanskara. Your child will get the
blessings of the lord of this Nakshatra which will give strength to his mind and intellectual
capabilities. It will help in making him intelligent and will also bring good career opportunities for
him. He will achieve fame and prosperity due to the influence of this Nakshatra.

Moon's Strength
Moon is auspicious in this Muhurtha for the Mundan ceremony of your child. It will increase the
intellectual capacity of your child and will bring stability in his thoughts. He will be soft-spoken
and humble in nature.

Tara Strength
This Tara is not auspicious. It lessens the overall score of the Muhurtha, and also contributes
towards creating health related problems for your child. Do consider the full score of the
Muhurtha and perform the Mundan ceremony only if the score is sufficiently high.

Panchak Yoga
The Panchak Yoga is a malefic combination that creates serious problems in any auspicious
work. It is said that Panchak can force you to repeat the work up to 5 times. This is not
considered a positive combination for any task and you should avoid it in the Muhurtha.
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Ravi Yoga
The Ravi Yoga is a positive combination made due to the placement of Moon and Sun. This is
an auspicious combination and will fill you with confidence and energy. It will help you play your
role in the undertaken project successfully and will also assist in creating an effective plan for the
work.

Vidal Yoga
The Vidal Yoga is made by the combination of the Sun, Moon and the Abhijit Nakshatra. This
Yoga is considered inauspicious and will create obstacles for you. You may have to spend more
than anticipated. You may also not get the just fruits for your efforts.
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Muhurtha Time
31 Oct, 2017 06:00 AM
Muhurtha Score
19 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Ekadasi Shukla
The Tithi is auspicious for performing this Sanskara. Its benefic influence will increase his
confidence and interest in intellectual activities. Your child will be fortunate and he will occupy a
higher position in his life through his own intellectual power. Due to the support of this Tithi he
will get great opportunities in his profession.

Nakshatra
Satabhisha
This Nakshatra is very auspicious for performing the Mundan Sanskara. Your child will get the
blessings of the lord of this Nakshatra which will give strength to his mind and intellectual
capabilities. It will help in making him intelligent and will also bring good career opportunities for
him. He will achieve fame and prosperity due to the influence of this Nakshatra.

Moon's Strength
Moon is auspicious in this Muhurtha for the Mundan ceremony of your child. It will increase the
intellectual capacity of your child and will bring stability in his thoughts. He will be soft-spoken
and humble in nature.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Baana Yoga
The Baana Yoga is a negative combination that creates impediments in the path to success. If
you start a new project or task during this Yoga there could be more impediments than usual. It
may also cause health related problems. You should perform remedies for the Sun to reduce its
effects.
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Mrityu Yoga
The Mrityu yoga is formed due to inauspicious combination of the Weekday and Nakshatra. It
reduces the chances of success in any endeavor. You may have some harmful results instead of
fruitful ones, and it may cause harm to the person for whose benefit the work is being done.

Panchak Yoga
The Panchak Yoga is a malefic combination that creates serious problems in any auspicious
work. It is said that Panchak can force you to repeat the work up to 5 times. This is not
considered a positive combination for any task and you should avoid it in the Muhurtha.
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Muhurtha Time
11 Nov, 2017 08:00 AM
Muhurtha Score
18 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Ashtami Krishna
This Tithi is not auspicious for performing this ceremony of your child. If you perform the
ceremony on this Tithi your child may have to invest a lot of efforts to prove his talent and
achieve success. Since the Tithi lord is not in favor, you should perform the Sanskara in this
Muhurtha only if the other elements are strongly placed and the overall score of the Muhurtha is
high.

Nakshatra
Ashlesha
This Nakshatra is not good for performing the Mundan ceremony. If this ceremony is performed
in the presence of this Nakshatra then it may have a negative impact on his professional life. If
your child does not try to learn the family values and shoulder responsibilities, he may lack
virtues. He may have to work really hard to achieve fame in his life. However, if the total score of
this Muhurutha is high and the other factors are in a good position then you can perform this
Sanskara.

Moon's Strength
Moon is auspicious in this Muhurtha for the Mundan ceremony of your child. It will increase the
intellectual capacity of your child and will bring stability in his thoughts. He will be soft-spoken
and humble in nature.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Baana Yoga
The Baana Yoga is a negative combination that creates impediments in the path to success. If
you start a new project or task during this Yoga there could be more impediments than usual. It
may also cause health related problems. You should perform remedies for the Sun
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to reduce its effects.
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Muhurtha Time
30 Oct, 2017 08:00 AM
Muhurtha Score
16 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Dashmi Shukla
The Tithi is auspicious for performing this Sanskara. Its benefic influence will increase his
confidence and interest in intellectual activities. Your child will be fortunate and he will occupy a
higher position in his life through his own intellectual power. Due to the support of this Tithi he
will get great opportunities in his profession.

Nakshatra
Satabhisha
This Nakshatra is very auspicious for performing the Mundan Sanskara. Your child will get the
blessings of the lord of this Nakshatra which will give strength to his mind and intellectual
capabilities. It will help in making him intelligent and will also bring good career opportunities for
him. He will achieve fame and prosperity due to the influence of this Nakshatra.

Moon's Strength
Due to the moderate position of the Moon your child may get mixed results. If you teach moral
values to your child he will be kind in nature and will avoid immoral practices otherwise he may
be attracted towards bad habits. You should boost the morale of your child or he may feel
disturbed on small issues.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Panchak Yoga
The Panchak Yoga is a malefic combination that creates serious problems in any auspicious
work. It is said that Panchak can force you to repeat the work up to 5 times. This is not
considered a positive combination for any task and you should avoid it in the Muhurtha.
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Rahu Kala
The Rahukala is an inauspicious Muhurtha occurring daily. During the Rahukala you should not
start any positive work otherwise there may be any impediments and problems and you may
have to work too hard to get the results.
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Muhurtha Time
28 Oct, 2017 10:00 AM
Muhurtha Score
14 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Ashtami Shukla
This Tithi is not auspicious for performing this ceremony of your child. If you perform the
ceremony on this Tithi your child may have to invest a lot of efforts to prove his talent and
achieve success. Since the Tithi lord is not in favor, you should perform the Sanskara in this
Muhurtha only if the other elements are strongly placed and the overall score of the Muhurtha is
high.

Nakshatra
Sravana
This Nakshatra is very auspicious for performing the Mundan Sanskara. Your child will get the
blessings of the lord of this Nakshatra which will give strength to his mind and intellectual
capabilities. It will help in making him intelligent and will also bring good career opportunities for
him. He will achieve fame and prosperity due to the influence of this Nakshatra.

Moon's Strength
Moon is auspicious in this Muhurtha for the Mundan ceremony of your child. It will increase the
intellectual capacity of your child and will bring stability in his thoughts. He will be soft-spoken
and humble in nature.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Aadal Yoga
The auspicious Aadal yoga is in effect during this Muhurtha. This is an auspicious combination
formed due to a benefic placement of Moon and Sun. This yoga has a positive impact on all
good work and happenings. It helps in completing the work on time, attaining the desired
objective and reduces the obstacles in the work.
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Baana Yoga
The Baana Yoga is a negative combination that creates impediments in the path to success. If
you start a new project or task during this Yoga there could be more impediments than usual. It
may also cause health related problems. You should perform remedies for the Sun to reduce its
effects.

Rahu Kala
The Rahukala is an inauspicious Muhurtha occurring daily. During the Rahukala you should not
start any positive work otherwise there may be any impediments and problems and you may
have to work too hard to get the results.

Sarvarth Siddhi Yoga
As the name suggests, the Sarvarth-Siddhi yoga is good for any positive task or project. It will
reduce the impediments in your work and give you full fruits for your efforts. It will also help you
find a solution to any problem that you face during the work.
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Muhurtha Time
03 Nov, 2017 10:00 AM
Muhurtha Score
13 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Chaturdasi Shukla
This Tithi is not auspicious for performing this ceremony of your child. If you perform the
ceremony on this Tithi your child may have to invest a lot of efforts to prove his talent and
achieve success. Since the Tithi lord is not in favor, you should perform the Sanskara in this
Muhurtha only if the other elements are strongly placed and the overall score of the Muhurtha is
high.

Nakshatra
Ashwini
This Nakshatra is not good for performing the Mundan ceremony. If this ceremony is performed
in the presence of this Nakshatra then it may have a negative impact on his professional life. If
your child does not try to learn the family values and shoulder responsibilities, he may lack
virtues. He may have to work really hard to achieve fame in his life. However, if the total score of
this Muhurutha is high and the other factors are in a good position then you can perform this
Sanskara.

Moon's Strength
Moon is auspicious in this Muhurtha for the Mundan ceremony of your child. It will increase the
intellectual capacity of your child and will bring stability in his thoughts. He will be soft-spoken
and humble in nature.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Rikta Tithi
The Rikta Tithi Yoga creates the chances of leaving the work incomplete. If you wish to start any
work during this Yoga you must make sure that the circumstances are in your favor and
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you have the situation under control. Also make sure the total score of the Muhurtha is high.

Sarvarth Siddhi Yoga
As the name suggests, the Sarvarth-Siddhi yoga is good for any positive task or project. It will
reduce the impediments in your work and give you full fruits for your efforts. It will also help you
find a solution to any problem that you face during the work.
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Muhurtha Time
05 Nov, 2017 08:00 AM
Muhurtha Score
13 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Dvitiya Krishna
This Tithi is not auspicious for performing this ceremony of your child. If you perform the
ceremony on this Tithi your child may have to invest a lot of efforts to prove his talent and
achieve success. Since the Tithi lord is not in favor, you should perform the Sanskara in this
Muhurtha only if the other elements are strongly placed and the overall score of the Muhurtha is
high.

Nakshatra
Krittika
This Nakshatra is not good for performing the Mundan ceremony. If this ceremony is performed
in the presence of this Nakshatra then it may have a negative impact on his professional life. If
your child does not try to learn the family values and shoulder responsibilities, he may lack
virtues. He may have to work really hard to achieve fame in his life. However, if the total score of
this Muhurutha is high and the other factors are in a good position then you can perform this
Sanskara.

Moon's Strength
Due to the moderate position of the Moon your child may get mixed results. If you teach moral
values to your child he will be kind in nature and will avoid immoral practices otherwise he may
be attracted towards bad habits. You should boost the morale of your child or he may feel
disturbed on small issues.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Ravi Yoga
The Ravi Yoga is a positive combination made due to the placement of Moon and Sun. This
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is an auspicious combination and will fill you with confidence and energy. It will help you play
your role in the undertaken project successfully and will also assist in creating an effective plan
for the work.

Tripushkar Yoga
The Tri-Pushkar Yoga is not considered auspicious if you don't want to repeat the task. It may be
helpful if you are doing something that you want to happen again and again. It is said that the
Tri-Pushkar Yoga causes the work to be repeated thrice. In malefic cases it may cause repeated
delays in completing the work and may cause a rise in your expenses.

Vidal Yoga
The Vidal Yoga is made by the combination of the Sun, Moon and the Abhijit Nakshatra. This
Yoga is considered inauspicious and will create obstacles for you. You may have to spend more
than anticipated. You may also not get the just fruits for your efforts.
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Muhurtha Time
06 Nov, 2017 06:00 AM
Muhurtha Score
13 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Tritiya Krishna
This Tithi is not auspicious for performing this ceremony of your child. If you perform the
ceremony on this Tithi your child may have to invest a lot of efforts to prove his talent and
achieve success. Since the Tithi lord is not in favor, you should perform the Sanskara in this
Muhurtha only if the other elements are strongly placed and the overall score of the Muhurtha is
high.

Nakshatra
Rohini
This Nakshatra is not good for performing the Mundan ceremony. If this ceremony is performed
in the presence of this Nakshatra then it may have a negative impact on his professional life. If
your child does not try to learn the family values and shoulder responsibilities, he may lack
virtues. He may have to work really hard to achieve fame in his life. However, if the total score of
this Muhurutha is high and the other factors are in a good position then you can perform this
Sanskara.

Moon's Strength
Moon is auspicious in this Muhurtha for the Mundan ceremony of your child. It will increase the
intellectual capacity of your child and will bring stability in his thoughts. He will be soft-spoken
and humble in nature.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Baana Yoga
The Baana Yoga is a negative combination that creates impediments in the path to success. If
you start a new project or task during this Yoga there could be more impediments than
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usual. It may also cause health related problems. You should perform remedies for the Sun to
reduce its effects.

Sarvarth Siddhi Yoga
As the name suggests, the Sarvarth-Siddhi yoga is good for any positive task or project. It will
reduce the impediments in your work and give you full fruits for your efforts. It will also help you
find a solution to any problem that you face during the work.
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Muhurtha Time
06 Nov, 2017 12:00 PM
Muhurtha Score
13 / 70
Conclusion
If this Sanskara is performed in this Muhurtha your child may not get auspicious results. He may
have less interest in education, therefore, you will have to be attentive towards his studies. Vedic
Astrology says that the negative influence of the Muhurtha will hamper his cognitive abilities.
Hence, you should not perform this Sanskara in this Muhurtha.

Tithi
Tritiya Krishna
This Tithi is not auspicious for performing this ceremony of your child. If you perform the
ceremony on this Tithi your child may have to invest a lot of efforts to prove his talent and
achieve success. Since the Tithi lord is not in favor, you should perform the Sanskara in this
Muhurtha only if the other elements are strongly placed and the overall score of the Muhurtha is
high.

Nakshatra
Rohini
This Nakshatra is not good for performing the Mundan ceremony. If this ceremony is performed
in the presence of this Nakshatra then it may have a negative impact on his professional life. If
your child does not try to learn the family values and shoulder responsibilities, he may lack
virtues. He may have to work really hard to achieve fame in his life. However, if the total score of
this Muhurutha is high and the other factors are in a good position then you can perform this
Sanskara.

Moon's Strength
Moon is auspicious in this Muhurtha for the Mundan ceremony of your child. It will increase the
intellectual capacity of your child and will bring stability in his thoughts. He will be soft-spoken
and humble in nature.

Tara Strength
This Tara is auspicious for performing Mundan Sanskara of your child. Its benefic influence will
help your child in maintaining good health and be physically. Auspicious influence of this Tara
will give your child the strength to fight against problems in his life.

Baana Yoga
The Baana Yoga is a negative combination that creates impediments in the path to success. If
you start a new project or task during this Yoga there could be more impediments than
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usual. It may also cause health related problems. You should perform remedies for the Sun to
reduce its effects.

Sarvarth Siddhi Yoga
As the name suggests, the Sarvarth-Siddhi yoga is good for any positive task or project. It will
reduce the impediments in your work and give you full fruits for your efforts. It will also help you
find a solution to any problem that you face during the work.
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